
 

WILLIAM “BILL” CHAMULAK 
 

 
EXECUTIVE SECURITY EXPERT | INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAMS + EVENT SECURITY 

Currently Applying Criminal Investigation Prowess, Passion for Service + Critical Thinking from  
Progressive Law Enforcement Career to Role as Integrity Rep for National Football League 

Leveraging DEA Special Agent Experience Investigating World’s Most Dangerous International Criminal Organizations  
to Helm Security Strategies Needed to Safeguard the Integrity of a Corporation, Its Employees, Products + Technology.  

Corporate Security, Investigative Division >> Drug Enforcement Administration Industry Knowledge >> Tactical + Strategic Support 

———— || ————  

20+ Years High-Impact Leadership in Intelligence + Security Environments 
—Whether Directing High-Risk Tactical Operations in South America or Briefing Foreign + Domestic Dignitaries, 
 Primary Focus Has been Creating + Executing Strategic Plans to Achieve Fundamental Security + Enterprise Goals,  

Leveraging Natural Ability to Align Resources, Protect Critical Assets + Solve Security Issues— 

ª Provided strategic tactical support to worldwide operations, leading + consulting on risk, security and 
investigatory issues, policies + standards leveraging critical thinking skills and operational understanding. 

ª Created cohesive culture of “we”, encouraging teamwork + collaboration and encouraging open dialogue 
from all team members to derive input + ideas to catalyze mission-critical success. 

ª Powered strategy, governance and oversight, investigating potential threats from 20,000-ft. level + steering 
tactical diversion squad in advancement of investigations and resolution. 

ª Displayed Executive Gravitas Amid Presentations to President of Colombia; US Senators; Consular General 
to Sao Paulo, Brazil; Vice Admiral of Coast Guard; DEA Administrator; General, Colombian National Police. 

Set the Vision + Governance Framework Needed to Support Fast-Paced Environments 
§ NFL Security Best Practices: Protect health + welfare of more than 65K fans, athletes, coaches + administrators on 

game-by-game basis. Thrive in agile investigative environment weighted by large-scale complexity + demands. 
§ Strategic + Systematic Thinker who designed + drove progress and reform in security + investigations. Designed + 

delivered innovative, high-demand training programs for 1,000s of attendees (healthcare/DEA) aligned w/ 
agency priorities; advance knowledge + leadership to quell illegal sales of opioids, prescription pills + other drugs. 

§ Hurdled COVID crisis with agility, supervising operations / activities of 2 of the DEA’s largest foreign footprints, 
leveraging technology for seamless, secure video communications + high-level coordination with all entities—
foreign and domestic—guiding agents and managers in successful completion of mission to safeguard the U.S. 
from entrance of illegal narcotics into the country and delivering historical seizure records. 

§ Spearheaded financial fraud investigations, resulting in dismantling of international crime organizations involved 
in money laundering, trafficking in counterfeit goods + trade-based money laundering. Cumulative seizures 
surpassed $50M + prevented millions of dollars of counterfeit prescription drugs/goods entering U.S.  

§ Interviewed 100s of doctors + pharmacists + know red flags of fraudulent prescribing; mitigated situations 
bordering on fraudulence/unneeded prescribing. Trained + mediated prescribing habits of doctors. 

§ Collaborated w/ international, federal, state + local law agencies: FBI, CIA, State + Local Police re: national 
security + crime prevention. Made high-stakes decisions amid high-pressure environments rife with volatility.  

§ High-Level Domestic + International Experience. Combine a broad international perspective with expertise 
working across social + geographical spheres: N. America, Latin America, Caribbean, Europe, Far East, Middle East, 
+ Southern Cone.  Bilingual: English + Spanish. Managed multimillion-dollar budgets and classified operations. 

bbchamulak@gmail.com | in/william-chamulak 

Passionate About Finding the Truth 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/william-chamulak-549874116/
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Executive Performance Summary  
 

WLC Executive Consulting, LLC 
5/2023 to Present 

 

Principal Owner / Director 
(United States - Hybrid | 5/2023 – Present) 

Security Consulting + Solutions • Investigations • Risk Mitigations • Overcoming Threats 
Underpinned by decades-long DEA / Law Enforcement experience + relationships, WLC Executive Consulting tailors 
security consulting + investigative services + solutions to achieve clients’ individual + business goals. Collaborative 
team of subject matter experts apply security + investigations best practices across multiple disciplines. Use 
methodical processes to assess + resolve threats, risks + vulnerabilities to protect clients’ most valuable assets. 
Services span investigation, corporate security and close protection, firearms instruction, special event planning, etc. 

National Football League (NFL) | nfl.com 
5/2023 to Present 

 

Integrity Representative / Legal Gambling Investigator 
(United States | 5/23 – Present) 

Preserving NFL Brand + Game Integrity • Collaborating w/ Law Enforcement + Community 
Recruited by NFL to an elite, 26-person group of retired Federal Agents to perform suite of security services 
protecting integrity of NFL brand and games: regular season, playoffs, Super Bowl, NFL Draft, NFL Combine, etc. 

Chief Impact: Oversee 2-state, Green Bay Packers region—Wisconsin and Iowa—establishing protective measures to 
deter, detect, prevent and respond to terrorist + mass casualty attacks: arson, drones, unmanned aircraft/vehicles, 
etc. In preparation to safeguard the stadiums + fans, completed extensive review of two rules/regulations manuals 
to gain extensive knowledge + real-time application of NFL Best Practices for Stadium Security + NFL Best Practices 
for Fan Conduct, including participation in roundtable scenarios to put best practices learnings into action.  

§ Apply Security Best Practices on a game-by-game basis across 
65K Green Bay Packers fans, as well 200+ NFL athletes + 100s of 
coaching + administrative staff. 

§ Investigate legalized sports betting integrity and security 
services + how it affects the NFL: players, coaching staff, referees 
as well as team ownership and executives. Report investigations 
to the NFL Gaming Integrity Vice President and/or Director.  

§ As a law enforcement liaison during offseason, collaborate with state gaming regulatory agencies and law 
enforcement investigators to unearth information re: investigations related to sports gambling corruption—
sports wagering suspicious activity and illegal sports gambling and wagering not sanctioned by the state. 

§ On game day, field red-flag notifications from NFL re: suspicious legalized wagers placed through various 
NFL gambling partnerships; e.g., DraftKings or Caesars Palace. Review analytical report for sports wagering 
red flags (on team as a whole, on a player or on a particular statistic), impacting Wisconsin or Iowa and 
further perform in-person game monitoring at Green Bay Packers Lambeau Field (the sole professional team 
in the region). As well, watch for illegal streaming of games on individual smart phones or smart watches; 
and, manage safety + security of NFL referees, preventing harassment while entering/exiting stadium. 

§ Conduct background investigations on potential employees—for example, currently conducting background 
investigations on 30-person ownership group. 

INVESTIGATIONS + SECURITY BEST PRACTICES  
§ Presented NFL Gambling Practices to 

entire Green Bay Packers organization 
(~200 people). 

§ One of several presenting on NFL 
Security to players + coaching staff. 
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U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) | dea.gov 
2001 to 2/2022 

 

Supervisory Special Agent — Foreign Operations Staff Coordinator 
(Arlington, VA – Washington, D.C. HQ | 4/2020 – 2/2022) 

Strategy • Operational Support • Foreign + Domestic Offices 

Recruited by Chief of Foreign Operations for HQ leadership role, based on prior Bogota, Colombia experience. 

Built and oversaw team providing operational support to domestic DEA offices covering investigations linked to the 
Caribbean, Andean and Southern Cone Regions—encompassing 22 offices and 16 countries in LatAm and the 
Caribbean—and ensured compliance with all DEA policies and procedures throughout investigations and 
enforcement operations. Accountable for $1M classified operational program budget. 

Chief Impact: Plotted strategic path through pandemic to achieve historical results. Seized 100s of thousands of 
metric tons of unlawful drugs, saving thousands of U.S. lives amid oversight of 2 of DEA’s largest foreign footprints: 
Andean + Southern Cone Region (manufacturers of >95% of cocaine entering U.S.). 

§ Steered agents + managers through COVID-19, protecting U.S. from entrance of illicit narcotics and leading 
seizure of 200,000+ metric tons of cocaine, 100 metric tons of 
heroin + 500,000 metric tons of marijuana. 

§ Rallied diverse arms of government toward common goal, 
devising and executing strategic plans within specific regions 
while leveraging reach of the Department of Defense (Navy, Air 
Force, and Coast Guard); the Department of State; US Customs 
and Border Protection; CIA, FBI + Homeland Security. 
- Enabled movement of critical equipment + human resources amid period of prohibited ‘common’ travel. 
- Cultivating this partnership spurred new interagency agreements, previously nonexistent. 

§ Recharged imperiled operations after an agency retracted funding by leveraging leadership diplomacy and 
outside-the-box thinking. Flexibly adapted collaborations to coordinate multi-agency funding, among 
entities which previously had not partnered, to achieve common goal: protect the U.S.; gained funding buy-
in for new Caribbean Division Operations Center that has since led to unordinary success within the region.  

Supervisory Special Agent – Group Supervisor 
(Detroit, MI | 01/2015 –04/2020) 

Tactical Diversion Squad Supervision • Healthcare System Fraud 

Advanced to this leadership role over Detroit Tactical Diversion Squad after excelling through rigorous series of 
pre- and post-application requirements, including affirmation by nationwide Board of 10 Special Agents in-charge.  

Led 4 Special Agents; 3 Diversion Investigators; 7 Task Force Officers; 2 Federal Task Force Agents; and a Financial 
Investigator, Intelligence Analyst, and Investigative Assistant overseeing 56K+ DEA registrants across state of 
Michigan: 10M residents, 83 counties + 96K sq. miles. Held initial $400K budget accountability for the 1 group, which 
ballooned to ultimate $1.375M budget oversight for all 4 TDS Groups in Division during final 2 years of tenure.  

Strategically assimilated 2 groups with overlapping roles + disparate cultures in wake of governmental 
reductions. Cultivated empowered, trust-based culture via deliberate mentoring efforts that also shaped future 
organizational leadership. Focused on highest-level violators in the region + building federally prosecutable cases. 

Chief Impact: Piloted investigative ship through undulating waters—prioritizing initiatives for 85-170+ open/active 
investigations dispersed among 17 team members. As servant leader, guided seasoned Special Agents + law 
enforcement officers through mission complexity: targeting illegal diversion of prescribed controlled substances.  

STRATEGIC OPERATIONS + INTELLIGENCE 
§ Brief the Leadership in DEA, DoJ, State 

+ Defense Departments, National 
Security Council, Defense Intel 
Agency, and the White House. 

§ Hold TS/SCI Clearance. 
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§ Shaped #1-ranked team in DEA for federally prosecuted 
investigations, seizures of drugs, money + weapons; + pursued 
multiple nationally recognized investigations to fruition. 

§ Orchestrated 18-month investigation targeting violent criminal 
organization; resulted in $5M+ seizures—conspiracy between 2 
medical clinics’ owners/physicians diverting 1M+ dosage units 
prescribed substances, mostly opiods, for street-level 
distribution. 

§ Championed professional training + awareness for >1,500 DEA registrants division-wide. Innovated “MI 
Practitioner Diversion Awareness Training,” focused on addressing diversion + abuse of pharmaceutical 
controlled substances + attracted attendance by 1,000 healthcare givers / DEA registrants. 

§ Built collaborative network of stakeholders from public sector to address opioid prescription crisis, 
presenting 8-hours of information and instruction on a variety of topics, including healthcare fraud, methods 
of diversion and drug trends, and electronic prescribing. 

Special Agent 
(Detroit, MI / 12/2013 – 1/2015) 

Regulatory / Financial Fraud Investigations • Long-Term, Complex Conspiracy Cases 

Navigated High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas (HIDTA) funded, newly formed Tactical Division Squad through 
startup + supervised team covering fraudulent diversion of prescription drugs. Leveraged full understanding of DEA’s 
Federal Regulatory Statutes + Administrative Rules, Policies + Procedures to quickly master criminal controlled 
substance + regulatory investigations. DEA registrants incl. physicians, pharmacists, manufacturers, distributors, etc.  
Provided strategic and tactical guidance, delivering subject matter expertise on investigations, fraudulent, 
conspiracy and drug trafficking activities. Raised team capabilities and responsiveness, providing instruction on 
firearms and law enforcement techniques. Reported to Group Supervisor. 

Chief Impact: Instrumental in prosecuting concurrent regulatory/financial investigations that led to 6 individuals’ 
imprisonment, revocation of 1 DEA Registration + seizure of $2M+. This 1 investigation of corrupt dental assistant, 
was girded by 100+ ‘fake’ patient profiles, 1,500 fraudulent prescriptions + multi-state sales distribution network. 

§ Expanded knowledge of long-term conspiracy investigations. 
§ Solely managed non-drug evidence leading to / throughout 

prosecution: 1K+ items/75-100 concurrent investigations. 
§ Headed investigation that led to largest (at the time) DEA civil 

forfeiture—$7.75M—against drug manufacturer and ultimate 
drug classification change. To-date, zero overdose deaths 
reported, vs. 50 U.S. deaths prior to investigation. 

§ Mentored 15 investigators, including 3 federally deputized local police officers, instructing on complex 
conspiracy and money laundering investigations along with DEA policies and procedures 

§ Collaborated with Secret Service, coordinating DEA’s special response team in Detroit and providing 
President with additional protection via onsite event and post site security.  

Special Agent, U.S. Diplomat 
(Bogota, Colombia [South America] | 12/2010 – 12/2013) 

National Drug Intelligence Program Management • International Liaison 

Invited to apply/achieved, coveted international role alongside Colombian counterparts, targeting Transnational 
Criminal Organizations (cocaine cultivators/manufacturers/distributors) + traversing volatile anti-narcotics/narco-
terrorism investigative arena in pursuit of world’s most dangerous drug traffickers + organizations. 

CREATING NEW LEADERSHIP 
§ Led by example, setting ‘real’ goals. 
§ Proactively mentored agents. 
§ Mentored new supervisors. 
§ Cultivated 5 agents + multiple task 

officers to be promoted to supervisor. 

HEIGHTENED AWARENESS OF CORRUPTION 
§ 1st case = largest civil forfeiture vs. 

drug manufacturer. 
§ Identified doctor’s fraudulent 

prescription behavior. 
§ Shrank to 0 overdose deaths, from 50. 
§ Nominee, DEA Administrators Award. 

 
§  
§ Awa 
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Earned 3-year international assignment for DEA Bogota, Colombia Country Office, based on achievement record 
steering and closing out complex + far-reaching investigations that led to arrest and prosecution of high-ranking 
members of criminal organizations in multi-state regions and country of origin.  
Served as lead (supervisory) DEA Agent over Cuerpo Tecnico de Investigaciones (CTI) Sensitive Investigations 
Unit (SIU), including 40 Colombian investigators + 2 DEA Agents and acted as primary US Diplomat in charge of 
day-to-day activities + dangerous domestic cocaine investigations with link between US + Colombia. 
Reported to Group Supervisor or Assistant Regional Director + U.S. Ambassador. Held dual government management 
+ Diplomatic authority + supervised ~12 direct/indirect reports. Managed $150+ operational + $75K training budget. 

Chief Impact: Skyrocketed cocaine seizures destined for U.S.: more than >40X amount of cocaine than was seized 
in my prior 9-year role. Nurtured open communications, serving as liaison between U.S. + Colombian governments 
during narcotics investigations; strategized key strategic responses to anti-narcotic / narco-terrorism policy 
initiatives, collaborating alongside lawmakers to shape / amend mutual agreements. 

§ Liaised with UN, Interpol + other organizations re: other 
international drug control program matters. 

§ Developed law enforcement partners—UK, Germany, Ireland, 
Australia, Mexico, Canada, France, Spain and Portugal. 

§ Strategized action plan, integrating sometimes conflicting 
stakeholder views across investigative operations.  

§ Enhanced local and national safety and security, disrupting high-
profile, multi-jurisdiction criminal organizations and maintained 
physical security of the office and employees.  

Special Agent 
(Madison, WI | 02/2001 –12/2010) 

Investigations • Undercover Operations • Evidence Gathering + Documentation 

Selected to serve within DEA Chicago Division and direct investigations 
+ pursuit of threats to the region, including notorious narcotics 
traffickers + terrorist organizations. Cultivated partnerships with law 
enforcement agencies, sharing information in targeting violent drug 
traffickers + offenders in local communities. Within 2 years, tapped as 
primary back-up to Resident Agent in Charge, managing daily operations and 5 direct reports. 

Chief Impact: Steered division’s first Cyber Title III intercept within the Chicago Division, and second in DEA 
worldwide, via 18-month initiative targeting international illegal prescription pill distribution network in Bangkok, 
Thailand. Compiled data + identified commonalities; won authorization for surveillance expansion; and ultimately 
arrested targeted drug trafficker along with 50 members of the organization and 500 customers worldwide.   

EARLY CAREER: Dedicated to maximizing public safety + stability as a Deputy Sheriff + Police Officer/Corporal.  

Education + Professional Development 
 

Carthage College, Kenosha, WI: Bachelor of Arts, Criminal Justice | Bachelor of Arts, Political Science 
NFL Security Conference Training, 5/17-22, 2023 

Advanced Law Enforcement Training: Multiple Federal Certifications, including Firearm Training | Federal Firearms 
Instructor; Local SWAT, US Marshall + Secret Services Instructor 

Presentations: NFL Gambling Practices + NFL Security | MI Practitioner Diversion Awareness Training| Multiple 
presentations: SE MI Nursing Associations; Local + State WI + MI Governments; Colombian Government Officials 

Languages: English + Spanish 

AWARDED STATE OF WISCONSIN 
“Narcotics Investigation of the Year” 

WI Narcotics Officers’ Association, 2009 

MANAGED STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
§ Seized 40+ Metric Tons of Cocaine, 

which statistically is 80-100 metric 
tons distributed in U.S. street sales. 

§ Destroyed 100+ clandestine cocaine 
laboratories. 

§ Spurred 150 TCO leader / criminal 
associate arrests, extraditions, 
convictions, sentencings. 


